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Complex world can
be simplified
For businesses today to succeed, digitalisation is a must win battle. During the past years, this demand has
put enourmous pressure on ICT; both from being able to adapt and to transform ICT with a speed and agility
that gives business a competitive edge while keeping the existing ICT up-and-running.
One of the key tasks for ICT is to simplify and harmonise. At the same time, by creating new and using the
latest technologies, ICT also becomes more complicated and complex. Typically, the result of business
digitalisation is an ecosystem that consists of number of solutions—both new and legacy, that are delivered
by number of different service providers and in-house units.
It is easy to fall into the trap of sub-optimisation; as in real life one size might fit to all but it is not best fit
to anything. Diversity–although at the same time increasing complexity–improves also the capabilities to
innovate and to maxime the benefits of digitalisation. Without diversity, the agility and the speed are gone,
and business has lost its competitive edge.
Business digitalisation is not only a technical application modernisation project. It requires ICT to change
as a whole—application portfolio needs to be aligned with business domains, new applications has
to be integrated with legacy, underlaying infrastructure platform must support hybrid approach. ICT
must understand business and reactive ICT technician must become proactive business enabler. Tools
are required to seamlessly integrate the ICT processes with the business processes. Changes between
development and production are no longer just one-time event but taking place continuously.
As differences between business systems and ICT systems are diminishing, the borders between
development and operations are also dissappering. It is becoming more and more difficult to tell when
humans will be replaced with robots. There used to be one set of processes that if implemented would
create a one, harmonised world, however ICT today is no longer that simple.
With agile model, the small batches speed-up the application development enourmously, a formal
programme management office approach might be the only solution for a legacy renewal transformation.
IoT with millions of small devices embedded into “everything” around you might need something more
than just ITIL ® and ISO/IECs ®. DevOps with its small and independent teams is probably the right decision
for XaaS rich ecosystems. A business critical, high availability system might rather have a bit heavier
management and governance practices.
Today, one can choose from the best available practices without limiting to one—there is a place
for DevOps, Agile, automation, robotics, artificial intelligence, and there is a place for models best
for just one domain such as security.
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A trusted partner can help your ICT. Through partners access to competences is ensured, knowledge and
real-life experiences shared, CAPEX moved to OPEX, management of human resources changed into
consumption of services. All this leaves more time and money for ICT to work closer to the business and
build instead of run.
In this new type of future, Service Integration and Management (SIAM) partner takes the role to guide
players and guard the ecosystem to ensure that everything works together and as one.
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Until now the focus of the classical approach on service management has been on processes
and their harmonisation.
SIAM Service Management focuses on harmonised and integrated service delivery in a
multi-vendor environment. It structures integration and management work into packages that minimise the
management work in customer organisation.
It also drives a common operating model for seamless end-to-end service delivery across all suppliers. SIAM
coordinates around service providers, their operational delivery and compliance, SLAs, IT processes, roles,
tools on behalf of customer’s ICT organisation to reduce day-to-day management overhead involved in
running a multi-vendor environment.
At the same time, emerging new cross services such as cognitive automation, public-clouds, DevOps are
introducing orchestration needs that go beyond the traditional E2E flow management.
TietoEvry SIAM Service Management extends service management beyond the classical service
management. By merging with the best practices and knowledge of different models, methodologies, and
themes, SIAM expands its capabilities from classical process-oriented service management into managing
the ecosystem.

SIAM in
every IT
Ecosystem

Value
Driven Way
of Working

Why TietoEvry SIAM

TietoEvry’s productised
& repeatable SIAM
packages. Customer’s KPI
driven target setting.

TietoEvry’s long,
real-life experience
as source for SIAM
knowledge.

TietoEvry’s real-life and
hands-on SIAM experience for
running Multi-Vendor Service
Management on behalf of
the Customers.

30 SIAM Customers from
all industries in Finland,
Sweden, Norway.

80+ SIAM certified
high skilled and
senior professionals.

TietoEvry’s Dedicated
Independent SIAM Unit for
deliveries and management.
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SIAM - Service Management
Tactical SIAM
• Suppliers, Contract Compliance, Financial Management
• SIAM Continual Improvement

Operational SIAM
• Process Governance
• Change Administration and Test Coordination

Cross Services SIAM
• Security, Cloud/SaaS, DevOps
• Automation, IoT, Products, Programs
• Consulting and Transformation

SIAM – Service Integration
Multi-Vendor Service Desk
• SIAM Ticket Lifeycle Management
• SIAM Problem Administration
• SIAM P1 coordination and MIM Leadership

E2E Application Operations

SIAM Tool Solutions
• Consulting
• Implementation
• Development
• Maintenance and Support
• SIAM ITSM Tool Platform
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Tactical SIAM
TietoEvry Tactical SIAM Services are designed to ensure smooth delivery of services across all service
areas in collaboration with various delivery partners. The target is to ensure transparency and control in the
service delivery. Service Management follows that there is a coherent ICT
service portfolio aligned with current and future business requirements.
Transformation into Tactical SIAM Services will release bandwidth from customer’s service management
organisation. Customer’s organisation can focus on strategic service management, e.g. the aspects of
service design and transition, providing guidelines for service design and development, as well as directing
service level requirements activities; thus, improving the
alignment of ICT to business requirements.

Operational SIAM
TietoEvry Operational SIAM introduces a simplified and standardised service to coordinate and orchestrate
on operational level the multi-vendor ecosystem. TietoEvry Service Integration and Management supports
customer’s own ICT to know who the players are, what the elements are, and how the ecosystem looks like
at any given time. It maintains awareness and communicates to all about how the operational collaboration
and practical way of working happens. When needed, it takes the operational leadership over the situations
that require coordination of the operational collaboration.
In this role, TietoEvry SIAM releases bandwidth from customer’s own ICT organisation to realign with
business, to understand business needs, and to enable transformation programmes.

SIAM Service Integration
TietoEvry Service Desk and its SIAM extension Multi-Vendor Service Desk enable orchestration of
situations managed with tickets in the multi-vendor environment.
Ticket Lifecycle Management works with different groups working with tickets in the ecosystem (Service
Desk, customer groups, 3rd party vendors, etc.) and monitors their performance. It provides regular
reports to customer (and/or other specified stakeholder group) regarding the performance of groups and
any findings. Ticket Lifecycle Management is also in regular contact and cooperation with the groups to
find solutions to any shortcomings surfaced during analysis. Critical situations co-ordination provides
leadership for multi-vendor P1/and works with all stakeholders involved in critical/major incident resolution
to improve resolution times and
cooperation processes.
SIAM MIM Leadership works with all stakeholders involved in major incident resolution to improve
resolution times and cooperation processes. Its role is to actively lead Major Incident Management situations
for customers in multi-vendor situations.
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SIAM Tool Solutions
Service Management Tool Consulting understands customers’ challenges and requirements to arrive at
suitable solution. TietoEvry reviews customers’ needs and challenges to create a solution together with
customer team to meet present and future requirements and draws a journey plan.
Service Management Tool Implementation delivers ITSM platform in line with customer needs,
requirements and vision. TietoEvry reviews customers’ needs and challenges to create a solution for them
to meet their overall requirements. As part of implementation TietoEvry team builds and delivers platform
enabling customers with an efficient way of working.
Service Management Tool Application Management and Support maintains, manages, and supports
customer’s ServiceNow application. Service Management Tool Application Development offers
development work and development projects.
With TietoEvry’s SIAM Tool Solutions our customers will have a “single source of truth “for ICT Service
Management and ServiceNow as a strategic platform with capabilities in IT and beyond that is aligned with
the long-term vision of tool consolidation that our customer might have.

TietoEvry Cross Services for SIAM
TietoEvry Cross Services for SIAM defines, implements, and guards the way of working and tool set
integration across services and across the parties, and promotes the culture of collaboration. SIAM provides
roles for managing service providers and their services, designing solutions and solution architectures,
coordinating build and leading run.

Governor of
• Suppliers
• Services
• Processes

Governor of
• Finance
• Contracts

• Way-of-working
• Guidelines, Policies
• Compliance and Compatibility

One trusted partner to simplify
routines and practicalities toward
suppliers – more time for your ICT
to interface with business.

Single source of thruth
communicating and following the
„rules of the club“ – improves the
quality of your ICT.

Driver of

Integrator of Multi-

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Harmonisation
Continuous Improvement
Automation
Collaboration culture

Focal point for continuous
improvement shares service
providers’ innovation and
experience, and synchronises
actions – faster and waste
eliminated realisation of the
benefits from SIAM for your ICT.

Vendor Services
Player Services
Domain Services
Tower Services

Holistic view on ecosystem aligns
ICT as a whole towards the business
– your ICT is better equipped to
support business agility.
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In TietoEvry’s approach, SIAM is enhanced with competences, roles, and capabilities from different Service
Areas. Alternatively, these Service Areas can be used as basis and then enhanced with SIAM best practices.
This enables TietoEvry to adjust the Cross Services for SIAM capabilities from the business point of view and
where the ICT wants the multi-vendor to focus.

SIAM & Clouds
A hybrid-IT model combines traditional on-premises IT infrastructure along with in-house and third-party
private and public clouds for Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software
as a Service (SaaS). Yet, organisations may still be limited in their ability to move to cloud-based solutions,
respond quickly to changing demands, adapt to budget constraints or address conflicting business priorities
between IT and business lines. The utilisation of Public Clouds introduces different type of service providers
and require new type technical of integrations between clouds.
TietoEvry SIAM & Clouds approach dives the governance of cloud ecosystem into—Cloud Brokering and
Cloud Integration roles.
In the Cloud Governance role, SIAM follows Cloud services compliance with customer’s service level
requirements and Cloud service portfolio’s alignment with current and future business requirements. Cloud
Service Provider Management governs the service providers and manages the compliance and performance
of cloud players within ecosystem.
Cloud Integration role provides platform for cloud and hybrid capacity as well as the technical services to
Cloud Integration. TietoEvry’s SIAM approach defines Cloud Integration “as any service tower provided by any
service supplier”. Although TietoEvry can also have the role of Cloud Integration Service Provider, TietoEvry’s
SIAM & Clouds approach considers TietoEvry in that role “as any other supplier*”.
Cloud Architecture Management links these two roles by providing cloudification advisory and maintaining
the cloud architecture landscape. Thus, customers can combine the best cloud services from the best
service providers as per their needs.

SIAM & SaaS
The ‘as-a-Service’ models have evolved and have been adopted by companies globally. This involves
procuring services from various best of the breed vendors. To effectively reap the benefits of this new
heterogeneous ecosystem requires need of an ecosystem orchestrator. SIAM is imperative for such
an ecosystem.
Utilising the SIAM best practices, any application can be made to look “as-a-service”. A “pure” SaaS means that
the service provider has full E2E responsibility. Service Integrator only follows Service Providers’ contract
fulfilment. A “virtual” SaaS by Service Integrator means that SIAM “virtualises “application stack by taking
the role of multi-vendor orchestration, co-ordination and synchronisation. Each service provider is still
responsible for delivering their part of E2E as defined in their contracts.
Very often SaaS contracts bypass the centralised ICT and are agreed directly between business units
and SaaS service providers. Many times, the centralised ICT is not even aware of these contracts. For this
challenge, SIAM & SaaS will take the orchestrator role to coordinate and align business demands with the
services from SaaS providers.
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SIAM & Security
Security needs to be governed as any service. Each service provider or in-house security practice must
also be compliant with the requirements business has set for the continuity and risk management; these
requirements need to be communicated to all and followed by that the required policies, guidelines, way-ofworking is implemented and followed.
In operational situations a Major Incident Management (MIM) war room typically focuses on critical
situations in the availability and performance of the ICT system. When supplemented with Security Incident
Response team and all the functionalities of Security Operations Centres, a much more capable leadership
body is established.
SIAM and Security is a holistic approach to govern security services and service providers that delivers
the service.

SIAM & DevOps
In today’s business, software is a growing value driver for business success. Delivering high quality software
faster is key to business results. In the DevOps-oriented ecosystem, the Build and Run are becoming one.
For SIAM this is not new—whether it is development or maintenance, they both need the orchestration of
the collaboration as well as the management of the service providers collaborating. In this combined Build
and Run, it is important to maintain the integrity of the landscape. The role of architecture management
is emphasised in DevOps heavy environment. Since most of the changes are managed through enterprise
architecture and many of the changes into architecture are executed using automation, a holistic approach is
needed to manage both architecture and service providers. An approach that SIAM can offer and support.
A DevOps team that is responsible for as-a-Service stack uses workflows, categorisation of changes, and
work as mini-projects instead of processes. The compliance to the chosen way-of-working needs to be
communicated and monitored through all the parties involved, the performance of the parties and their
contractual commitments needs to be followed.
Successful DevOps implementation means cultural change where you must address people, methodology, tools
and IT architecture. It is SIAM’s task to drive this change into culture of collaboration.
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SIAM & IoT
Internet of Things is an example of an ecosystem where numerous devices, designed for specific tasks,
consisting of different technologies, and supplied by number of vendors need to work seamlessly together.
SIAM & IoT manages the IoT architecture and the network of IoT devices. It ensures that R&D teams, and
those taking care of ICT Integration and IoT platforms know what the collaboration requires.

SIAM & Automation
TietoEvry’s ambition is to take holistic role in automation. We feel that best results are achieved when the
automation’s perimeter is multi-vendor scope and not limited only to the part where TietoEvry is providing
the services.
As part of SIAM’s driving role for the Continuous Service Improvement, SIAM follows Service Providers
Automation plans and activities and facilitates the Automation forums. These forums are used to
synchronise activities and to assure that planned actions are not countering each other’s as well as for
sharing the analytics results. With a role to coordinate the automation, SIAM aligns Service Desk and its
role as a channel for automation initiatives to the automation operations architects responsible for the
automation technologies and platforms.
To avoid traps of sub-optimisation and automation efforts to cancel each other, SIAM takes the
role of coordinating the suppliers’ automation initiatives. SIAM helps customers to define how success in
automation is measured and how suppliers’ commitment to improve can be
formalised with contracts.

SIAM & Multi-Vendor Programs
SIAM & Multi-Vendor Programs ensure information flow between service providers and creates an open
atmosphere steering model to support the collaboration.
SIAM’s role is to plan and execute multi-vendor implementation/transition or transformation projects or
programs within approved business case targets. Multi-vendor specific challenges are mitigated by using
critical milestones-based reporting and follow-up. Focus is on managing project portfolio and coordinating
with service providers to achieve on time within budget execution of projects. SIAM coordinates the steady
flow of changes and releases, ensuring that all changes are deployed successfully into the production
environment in the least disruptive manner.
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Full Coverage to Ecosystem
TietoEvry’s aim is to provide services enabling customers’ competitiveness with context-rich customer
engagement. Network ways of working and leadership is embedded into our way of working.
This is an approach where competitiveness is ensured with best service using best delivery solution; Service
Portfolio is designed from the business point of view, and delivery is based on collaboration and orchestration.
Supplemented with holistic approach to manage landscape where the Hybrid Infrastructure is the backbone of
underlaying technology. An approach utilising the best practices of SIAM.

Enable Business Growth
Manage dual mode of operations, support merge &
acquisitions, improve time to market

Ensure Business
Continuity

Improve End User
Satisfaction

Less downtimes
and incidents

Business satisfaction &
productivity increase

Manage
Multi-Vendor

Ensure End-to-End
Performance

Simplification and
transparency.
Supplier compliance.

Reduce End-to-End
resolution time

Simplify Complexity

Indirect Cost Savings

Harmonised ecosystem
and processes

Improved Productivity

Secure
Competences

Direct Cost
Savings

Flexible
resourcing

20-25% annual
compared to
baseline
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TietoEvry SIAM customer experiences range from operative E2E and multi-vendor orchestration services to
outsourcing of Tactical Service Management, and complex ServiceNow based ITSM solutions. TietoEvry SIAM is
a modular approach to multi-partner ecosystem orchestration. It is based on experiences from real SIAM cases
utilising TietoEvry’s best practices and how to get synergy benefits while encapsulating TietoEvry SIAM from
rest of the TietoEvry; thus, ensuring TietoEvry SIAM’s impartiality and independency.
With TietoEvry SIAM Service Management customers do not compromise and get benefitted from best
practices market can offer. Customers will have the best solution for each element in their ecosystem. They
can select the best service providers for each element in their ecosystem. They can also focus on using the
best services as per their needs using methods best suitable for the task.
TietoEvry SIAM will be the governor and guardian for their customer’s multi-everything ecosystem, driving
it to improve continuously. SIAM model can be part of TietoEvry solution or independent without any
other services from TietoEvry. TietoEvry can also act as a SIAM consultant or architect to plan and build
SIAM model and operations.
With TietoEvry SIAM, the benefits of Diversity meet the benefits of Synergy. TietoEvry SIAM helps
customers’ ICT provide business unique competitive edge without losing the cost effectiveness.

Customer benefits

Control

Innovation

“

•

Cost decreased by 20%

•

Better control and
transparency

•

New service transition and
set up operations

•

Synergies and
best practice sharing

We are impressed about the speed of transition:
it’s been 6 months after agreement was signed, and now we
are live with our SIAM services. One of the success factor
was that Tieto had a clear concept for SIAM, and they led
the show.
Jani Alakoski
Cargotec IM Director
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a leading digital services and software company with local presence and
global capabilities. Our Nordic values and heritage steer our success.
Headquartered in Finland, TietoEVRY employs around 24 000 experts
globally. The company serves thousands of enterprise and public sector
customers in more than 90 countries. TietoEVRY’s annual turnover is
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